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Abstract: The Grooming Standard is a simple system of education that will advance 
students to become instructors at an affordable cost of training, by providing 
intensive interactive mentoring work which will enable continues progress.  

In order to combat the Covid-19 pandemic in the period of 2020/2021 one of the 
measures which was introduced by authorities was the concept of ‘social distance’ 
this entire new measure which was dictated upon the modern person lasted long 
enough to leave impressionable consequences. The new lifestyle which emerged 
lead people to seek companionship and refuge in dogs who’s ownership numbers 
have continued to rise exponentially despite the measures put into effect.  

The number of dog owners has in fact continued to rise exponentially as indicated 
from data collected in 2018; comparatively the numbers of new and existing 
groomers are unable to meet the staggering demand, professionals leaving the 
industry or retiring leads to a paradoxical state in the current market, demand is 
rising and the supply of groomers is disproportionately followed resulting in a slight 
increase of wage earnings for professionals in the industry.  

The average salary for an industry professional is $30,000 a year as indicated from 
data gathered in 2018; the earnings have not been in pace with demand and 
inflation, one of the ways a professional in the industry is able  to increase their 
earnings in the industry is by becoming an instructor.  

With this program we will provide all students with the option of becoming 
grooming educators who will be able to teach a growing number of necessary 



groomers. This program aims to create a professional groomer through the ability 
of effectively training an individual to groom either their dogs or client's dogs. 
Through further advancement students will also to have the opportunity to teach 
other dog owners how to groom their dogs themselves or to teach future 
professional groomers.  

The entire program is online with mentoring work on learning basic techniques in 
grooming with which it is possible to respond to all customer requests, adapting to 
individual needs. 

1. Introduction 

Historically the dogs living next to man have held a special role facilitating the labor 
and service needs of man. The dogs used to be more intensely a hunter, a guard or 
a seeker they had a clear role in human life. Through selective dog breeding the 
dogs often inherited the fur that was necessary to be able to respond to a man’s 
needs with ease. However, it was not uncommon for the fur to be a limiting factor 
which prevented the dogs from performing, for example the hunters would shorten 
the dogs hair on some body parts to make it easier for the dogs to swim or run. It 
wasn’t until the early 19th century that grooming became part of beautification, this 
lead to the rise of exhibits and shows where the attention was primarily on the fur 
and coat.  

Today the dog lives in such close proximity with people making grooming the 
epiphany of an ‘essential business’ serving as an integral industry in keeping the 
communion between man and dog harmonious.  

The trends are changing and the industry must keep up with clients demands in 
order to remain relevant, purebreds are declining for health and popularity reasons 
and the number of purebred dogs is slowly decreasing. Mixed designer and hybrids 
are taking over as the leading dogs who utilize commercial grooming services.  

The traditional grooming industry must abandon the old framework of having a 
relationship and attachment to the dogs hair and shift its focus to the welfare of 
the dog and their coexistence with man, This is a great moment for the 
development of one simple concept of education and a platform that can educate 
individuals who can use their knowledge to become educators and in that way 
enable the haircut of a larger number of dogs. If one groomer can shear 3 dogs a 
day, he can shear 60 dogs in a month (if he works 5 days a week). If he trains 2 
more people, their total performance will be 180 dogs, which is a significant 
success of the project.  



The groomer makes money from the dog’s haircut, education and sales of 
grooming equipment and other merchandise. This simple program which is free of 
all unnecessary outdated industry jargon hosts a simple platform for student and 
mentor communication, it is easy to understand and follow the program which 
focuses on the technical aspect of the profession.  

The most important aspect of the program is the fact that this unique program 
aims to teach students the simple yet highly stylish grooming trim called “Form 
Zero” which can be easily adapted to all dogs that come to the salon. This universal 
hairstyle represents a significant discovery and realizes the needs of the market. 

2. The concept of Education 

Profile: Certified Professional Groomer Program 

Duration: 6 weeks 

Type of Education: Online Intensive  

Required time: 120h 

Price: $ 2,999 

Enrollment: Every 8 weeks. 

Material: written instructions, video lessons, Zoom lectures every working day 

10:00 - 10:45 

11:00 - 11:45 

12:00 - 12:45 

13:00 - 13:45 

Tools: tool bag (standard package and premium package) the price of the tool kit is 
included in the tuition fee. 



Program content Syllabus  

Week 1 Introduction & First Aid              

Lesson 1.0   
Objectives and action plan of the program, first aid and resuscitation, Into to canine 
psychology  

Lesson 1.1  
Reading: The Bitcoin Standard, Dr. Saifedean Ammous                                                                                
Study: Economic schools of thought; Keynesianism, Austrian, Neoclassical/Chicago, 
Marxian                    
Beginning draft of business plan with primary aim and business development solution 
(Creating a franchise prototype)  

Week 2 Theory & Practice proper use of grooming tools  

Lesson 2.0 
Basic grooming techniques (proper use of scissors, clippers, brushes, hair dryers and all 
other grooming tools) 

Lesson 2.1  
Marketing: Demographics & psychographics                                                                                                  
Study: Articles of organization: establishing a business, regulatory requirements               
Draft: Your Primary Aim & Your Strategic Objective    
                  

Week 3 Practice on model dog  

Lesson 3.0 
Bathing and blow-drying, use of scissors and clippers, practical application on a model 
dog 
                                                                                                                                                         

Lesson 3.1  
Marketing: Primal Branding 
Draft: Your Organizational Strategy & Your Organization Chart and Position Contract  

Week 4  Intro to the Art of Prep Grooming        
Lesson 4.0  
Basics of Professional Grooming (prep-phase, bathing and drying)     
         

Lesson 4.1  
Draft: Your Management Strategy & Your People Strategy  



3. Program 

The program is conceived as a mentoring study program with live group and 
individual workshops aimed at perfecting grooming techniques so that students 
can fully master all the necessary skills of grooming. 

4. Conclusion 

After commencement the graduate will know how to handle the grooming tools 
safely and reliably. The graduate will also comprehend and effectively be able to 
address the client’s requirements and request further, he will have the knowledge 
to execute these requests. The graduate will master the basics of grooming and 
styling and know how to adapt them to customer requirements. The graduate will 
be able to recognize different types of fur and be able to determine the styling in 
accordance with the capabilities and requirements of the client. The graduate will 
have the basis and foundation to advance and further develop in accordance with 
their interests. 

Week 5 Intro to Styling            
Lesson 5.0  
Styling basics (head, legs, body and tail) 
   
Lesson 5.1  
BTC Standard: Key concepts (proof-of-work, hash rate, security/private key ownership) 
Draft: Your Marketing Strategy & Your Systems Strategy  

Week 6 Practical execution & Commencement      

Lesson 6.0   
Practical execution of objectives on a model dog and live dog, graduate work, 
commencement diploma ceremony 
                           

Lesson 6.1 
Present your franchise prototype 



 


